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0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Great story Dave---Had to
read it in two sittingsBy pkGreat story Dave---Had to read it in two sittings!!!It
had me so bad i got sunburnt out by the pool because I couldn't stop reading
long enough to walk back inside!!!Looking forward to more books in the
future.... I felt like i was there!0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Breathes life into the Australian OutbackBy HR DubyThis review is based on an
ARC, so some of my issues with it will hopefully have been corrected in the final
copy. The issues have little to to with the story and everything to do with the
formatting, so let me get that out of the way. The copy that I received had
nothing in the way of chapters or even section breaks, and that made following
the story extremely confusing at times. If those issues are corrected in the final
version, I would love to re-read it to see if that confusion is mitigated.On to the
meat of the book... This is actually not a book that I would have chosen to read
on my own. However, I am still glad that I read it. The author has done an
excellent job in breathing life into the Australian Outback and into the
characters of the hard-boiled prospectors who make their living off of finding
gold and other treasures. I could really visualize the terrain and the book had
enough twists and turns to keep it interesting.The book is chockablock with
violence and mortal peril, which makes sense in a book about prospectors who
stumble too close to a meth operation. Because the author was writing about
Australia and Australians, there is a lot of slang I didn't immediately recognize,
but readers used to reading based on context rather than content should have
no trouble puzzling it out.All in all, I enjoyed the book, and I was glad to get a
chance to read a book I wouldn't have otherwise read.Reviewed by HR Duby for
Romance Authors that Rock0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Well-rounded characters, spectacular actionBy MajankaIn Blood Gold
Revenge, we meet with a bunch of gold diggers literally looking for gold in the
vastness of the Australian outback. Maxine and Scrubber, a husband-and-wife
hit team, along with Maxines brother Price, run interference for Mr. C, who has
the biggest meth lab in the country. They often kill lone passers-by. But when a
prospector gets murdered, and it turns out he wasnt as alone as Maxine and her
gang thought, you end up in a fast-paced thriller that races on until the end.
With the state police called in, those who once huntedhave now become a
prey.It was a thrilling ride of a book, and had a lot of twists I ddint expect. The
characters were well-rounded and some of the action was down-right
spectacular. Would recommend to everyone who enjoys thrillers. I received a
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